
SUSTAINABLE BRIDGES
CHAMPIONING LONDON’S GREEN 

ENTREPRENEURS



Within 5 minutes’ walk of London Bridge, Sustainable Bridges 
has transformed 4 previously vacant railway arches into vibrant 
co-working space specifically designed to meet the needs of low 
carbon innovators, complete with meeting space and access to a 
shared workshop.

FLEXIBLE CO-WORKING SPACE 
IN THE HEART OF LONDON

With fixed and hot desk facilities on offer, membership is available on a flexible 
monthly package which can be tailored to each venture’s needs and scaled with 
venture growth.

FIXED DESK From £250 5 day access, 8am - 8pm
HOT DESK From £50 Up to 5 day access, 8am - 8pm
PROTOTYPING SPACE From £25/m2 Flexible space for building prototypes and storing 

products
MAIL BOX £20 Secure mailboxes
STORAGE LOCKER £25 Secure space for members to leave laptops and 

belongings
MEETING SPACE 
ACCESS

Included in 
membership

A range of different meeting room facilities to 
accommodate different needs

FLEXIBLE DESK SPACE 

Alongside fellow innovators, 
available on a fixed or hot-
desking basis

MEETING ROOMS & 
BOARDROOMS
Meeting rooms in a unique 
and vibrant setting.

SHARED KITCHEN

Shared kitchen, complete 
with refreshments and 
breakout space.

PROTOTYPING LAB 

Dedicated flexible 
hardware space to build 
and test out prototypes.

Secure Mailboxes & Storage Lockers  
Reception desk

Shower facilities
Bike storage facilities

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

*Prices are monthly ex. VAT and are correct as of May 2015
** Out of hours access is available upon request



Powervault
Crowdfunding favourite (£750k in 3 ½ days!) 
Powervault are seeking to disrupt the energy 
storage market by developing and selling a user-
installable energy storage device. Patent-pending 
Powervault enables households to use more of 
the electricity generated by their decentralised 
technologies.

Current Ventures

SafetyNet
SafetyNet’s award winning trawling system 
exploits fish behavioural habits and physiology via 
pioneering lighting applications to enable more 
sustainable fishing practices across the globe, 
with work underway to utilise the technology as 
part of Horizon 2020.

E-Car Club
The UK’s first wholly electric vehicle pay-per-
use car club offers a cost-competitive and 
environmentally friendly transport solution for 
communities, with clubs established in 10 locations 
across the UK and social investment from Ignite 
Social Enterprise.

Leveraging entrepreneurial expertise to enable more low carbon 
ventures to benefit from a shared working space and more 
opportunities for collaboration.

Supporting and showcasing green entrepreneurship, members can work alongside 
other pioneers with a diverse range of backgrounds. Ultimately, choosing to locate 
at Sustainable Bridges offers the chance to participate in a pioneering initiative at 
the forefront of sustainability. 

EVENTS PROGRAMME

Drawing in an extensive 
range of connections from 
across London’s green 
ecosystem

ENTREPRENEURIAL LEARNING
Workshop sessions leveraging 
onsite entrepreneurial expertise to 
cultivate key skills

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES 
Provide informal networking 
time to bounce ideas off 
fellow members

Sustainable Bridges is a community of green innovators with an 
objective to nurture and champion the successes of its resident 
ventures. Membership offers the opportunity to work alongside 
some of London’s most promising green innovations.

A COMMUNITY OF LOW CARBON 
INNOVATORS



SUSTAINABLE 
BRIDGES

29 Shand Street
London 

SE1 2ES

020 3582 0855
contact@sustainablebridges.co.uk


